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- Black: total
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- Red: gamma production
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angular distribution for (n,n*29)
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angular distribution for (n,n*30)
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Neutron emission for (n,x)
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Neutron emission for (n,2nd)
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Neutron emission for (n,2n)
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Neutron emission for \((n,n^*)d\)
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Neutron emission for (n,n*)t
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Neutron emission for (n,n*)he3
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Neutron emission for (n,2np)
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Neutron emission for (n,3np)
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Neutron emission for (n,2np)
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Neutron emission for (n,n*c)
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Photon emission for (n,n*)p

![Graph showing photon emission for (n,n*)p](image-url)
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Particle heating contributions

![Graph showing the energy (MeV) vs. MeV/collision for different particles: protons (black), deuterons (red), tritons (green), he-3 (blue), and alphas (magenta).](image)
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